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INNOVATIVE LIGHTING

COMPANY BEGINNINGS

From humble beginnings, (the garage), in 1974, brothers Glenn and Bob Bollinger struck lightning with their first product idea. Albeit in the 

Fitness sector, it was a national phenomenon and launched them into business selling in virtually every major retail chain across the U.S.A 

Bollinger Fitness grew into the largest supplier of fitness accessories in the world. This set the foundation to create thousands of products, 

and develop numerous product lines and companies founded on innovation which lead to the formation of Alliance Sports Group.

Today, NEBO® is one of the leading brands of LED lighting products in the market. With an array of customers, from national retailers and tens 

of thousands of independents across the country, we continue to innovate and execute strategies in LED technology allowing year over year 

comp sales increases.

The American spirit of ingenuity, 

innovation and quality craftsmanship 

is expressed in everything we do. Our 

devotion and commitment to these 

core values is unwavering. 
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INNOVATIVE LIGHTING

WHY CHOOSE NEBO

4 million plus flashlights sold per year.  With over 30,000 retail customers, we get instant market feedback on up-take and trends giving 

us unparalleled insight leading to the competitive edge in development. 

Innovation and retail price value.  We bring cutting edge design with high lumen output to our line. Our established retails create a value 

proposition without jeopardising quality or product integrity.

International Patented technology.   This secures our place in the market and brings protection to our customers and products from 

counterfeit threats. 

Proven business model. Solid dependable capacity working with some of the largest factories in the Far East delivering the highest quality.

Top 5 Customers. Wal-Mart (30 yrs), Dicks Sporting Good (4 yrs), Academy Sports (3 yrs), Bass Pro Shops (6 yrs), Sears Holding Corp. (25 yrs)
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INNOVATIVE LIGHTING

IN THE MARKET

As technology progresses, consumers are coming to expect better value for their money. There is a focus on reducing energy consumption 

and a heavier focus on “green” living overall. High Powered LED’s, lens technology and rechargeable flashlights are all utilities that we have 

incorporated into our assortment, and we are always learning and discovering other innovative ways to better our value at consumer level. 

NEBO flashlights deliver optimum performance.  Products are of the highest quality, innovatively designed, with added special features and 

patented technology.   Innovative packaging, clever point of sale, and interactive TRY ME features – set them apart from many of the more 

expensive, less innovative major brands and the many sub-standard low cost brands. In this way we have carved out market positioning that 

has enabled the brand to continually increase market share and grow into one of the largest flashlight brands in the world. 

Redefining the industry standards, pushing the boundaries of innovation and changing what is possible...

Patents

A new innovation in LED technology. C•O•B 
features smaller, easier clustered LED chips that 
are mounted directly to the circuit board. These 
LED chips work together as one lighting module. 
Because of the compact design, C•O•B 
outperforms traditional lighting by up to 50 times
the light output per centimeter of light surface.

Eliminating inconsistencies in light, the 
OC™ - Optimised Clarity Technology 
provides intense, clear, pristine 
light that is easy on the eyes. 

FLEX POWER™

The SEVEN-Z™ is fueled by FLEX-POWER™, 
technology that allows the flexibility to use 
different quantities of batteries to power the 
light. SEVEN-Z™ will function with 3 AA, 6 AA 
or with the optimal 9 AA batteries for full 770 
lumens of power.

ARCUS™

Shaping light like never before.  Arcus is a new 
proprietary COB LED technology that allows 
the shaping of light into full 3D patterns, giving 
optimal, bright , uniform light exactly where it’s 
needed.
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OPTIMISED CLARITYC•O•B 
(Chips on Board)

This technology allows the light beam to be as 
bright on the edge as it is in the center when 
used in flood mode.
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RETAIL SOLUTIONS
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BRIGHT IDEAS
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